
Teacher Supplies

Year after year, an assertively legislated NCLB/R2T continued its modern-day call for the 
no-excuses instigation of an incessantly implemented (and ever more lucratively deregulated) 
flood of educational reforms.  

And, as the years passed?
Gathering support, reform promoters accrued both money and an ever mushrooming 

supply of publicity-seeking “experts.”  However, as the relentless flow of invasive 
transformations created an each year more confusing chaos inside low-income schools, with a 
mounting frustration this burgeoning club of school innovators found themselves running 
headlong and repeatedly into a solidly anchored string of road blocks: road blocks brought to the 
table by the cumbersome weight of an experienced educator resistance.

Seeking a solution, reform promoters quickly began to level a barrage of accusations.  In 
rising aggravation, they first loudly identified – and then assertively labeled as unsustainable – 
the longstanding system of a public school teacher supply.  

Conveniently, long years of an aggressively advertised publicity had already managed to 
convince the average citizen that – well, surely it was in the best interests of poor and often 
culturally-different children to place an immovable blame for their test scores squarely upon the 
shoulders of their old-school loyally experienced, but selfishly inept and undoubtedly bad, 
teachers.  This publicity, loudly denigrating old-school teachers as being the mindless puppets of 
self-interested, child-disdaining unions, soon commanded a national focus upon, and push for the 
ultimate repeal of, longevity-protective, due-process-demanding public employee contracts.* 

Concealing, in the process?
 	
 The possibility that the years-old conventional system of a teacher supply:

Had, in fact, been operating quite effectively.  
Anticipating the annual influx of college-trained, practicum-completed, state-licensed 

graduates, it was a teacher supply structure founded upon the idea that young educators – after 
years of working interactively with older and more experienced employees (employees who, 
very stably and constructively, remained on the job until retirement) could take over the role of 
mentor for the always incoming supply of newer and younger hires.  It was a naturally balanced 
and cyclically interactive, role-model-dependent structure which intelligently combined the more 
productive, long-term-effectual experience of older employees with the less efficient and less 
successful, but attractive, willing-to-learn energy of the young.  

It was a necessarily balanced structure where inexperienced and overwhelmed youngsters 
carrying too much on their shoulders didn’t burn out quickly.  And where able, stronger but 
decelerating senior teachers benefited from regular interactions with a youthful inspiration.

This system of teacher supply, one where university-trained, practicum-completed, state-
licensed beginners could rely upon a predictable communication with, and much needed role 
modeling from, those with hands-on experience, had traditionally been recognized as an 
indispensable leg of our nation’s interest in protecting a true equity when employing effectively 
experienced personnel at all levels of the socio-economic spectrum.  It was, logically, the best 
and most satisfactory teacher supply system available if your true goal was to offer a locally-
accessible, democratically-inclusive service to all students through the intentional maintenance 
and retention of an ever-fixed and long-term-contracted reserve of classroom-ready educators.    

However, as with any public-service system where an employee quality and experience 
underscored optimal results?  



It wasn’t cheap.  
To support a truly democratic, truly equitable, all-student-protective system of public 

education?
You had to pay.  
For the quality connected to a long-term dedication and experience; for the added ability 

attached to a higher education; for the more effective methodology and craft tied to a years-long 
employment – oh, you had to pay.† 

A lot.   
 	
 And, well. 
	
 Gee-whiz.  

In years when governments could so much more satisfyingly deploy massively collected 
tax monies as the means to cover the costs of other more important, globally competitive things – 
critically imperative things like, say, invasively endless wars and promiscuously deregulated (but 
federally insured) financial system bailouts – well, the many, many, many public schools out 
there; the many institutions required for offering all students a truly egalitarian and truly public 
education?  Those community-anchoring, stable-citizen-building institutions and the expensive, 
long-term-experienced educators required to most effectively support them?

So annoyingly and so predictably kept draining our nation’s increasingly overstretched 
coffers.

*Too many reformers gloss over the fact that in a country where more than three and a half million teachers are 
necessitated each year, long-term due-process-protective contracts not only serve to keep a ready supply of public 
educators in place, but protect our educational system from the whim of those administrators who might elect to 
dismiss teachers of a particular race or sex, teachers who do not share their personal political or religious beliefs, 
and/or teachers who most vocally step up to protect the true-life needs of students.  (Union-protected educator 
contracts, in fact, came into practice in part because all these scenarios have, at one time or another, occurred in the 
past.)

†Whenever I have had the chance to ask any long-term educator about her/his success in the classroom, when I have 
asked “Did you do your best teaching right away?  After a couple of years?  After five years?  After ten years, or 
more?”  The response has always been an immediately emphatic: “More.”


